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Detailed reasons for the IU grouping 
Regulation 34.7 

 
A submission from the Deutscher Segler-Verband 

Proposal: 
new Regulation 34.7 (Mid Year Meeting 2005) 
The Council is requested to advice the Executive Committee : 
to apply the following principles for the procedure for the grading of international umpires 
according to their ability as provided in the new Regulation 34.7 (Council decision – ISAF 
Mid Year meeting 2005): 
The international umpires shall be enabled to be provided without delay on request the 
detailed reasons for their allocation into a particular group, applying the IU Performance 
Assessment Guide (see ISAF website 
http://www.sailing.org/raceofficials/iuassessform.doc ). 

Current Position: 
Currently the IUs are informed as follows: 
"Please do not hesitate to contact the ISAF Secretariat at Ines@isaf.co.uk  
should you require further feedback that the panel may have identified  
against specific performance assessment criteria."    
Detailed facts (what was observed, by whom and when) on which the grouping is based 
cannot be given, because the grouping assessors don't know beforehand that they will be 
appointed as grouping assessor. The appointment of the grouping assessors takes place 
in the end of a year, when it is impossible to remember all the facts.   

Reason: 
The grouping is for any international umpire of high importance, personally and also 
financially. The grouping assessors have high responsibility and therefore the IUs shall get 
on request the detailed facts on which the grouping is based. 
In any examination or test people can get detailed information what was good and what 
was wrong and the facts on which the ranking is based.  
ISAF is already using such a transparent system for the initial appointment of IUs, where 
all details and facts are discussed with each applicant at the end of an event. There is no 
heavy reason to change this for the IU grouping. 
Only an open and transparent grouping system is in accordance with our modern 
democratic society.       


